
Name:         Date:

An adjective is a word that modi�es or describes a noun.  Many adjectives can be
turned into adverbs by adding the su�x -ly to the end.
 Example:  sad          sadly

If the adjective ends in a consonant then y, change the y to an i before adding -ly.
 Example:  happy          happily

If an adjective ends in a vowel and then an l, keep the l and add an additional -ly.
 Example:  beautiful          beautifully

Change each adjective to an adverb.

glad

crazy

magical

proud

graceful

safe

heavy

slow

historical

delightful

icy

gladly

Complete each sentence with the correct adverb.

1.  Jane jumped                                                  into the ball pit.  (joyful)

2.  Carson crept                                                  into the dark cave.  (courageous)

3.  Leroy                                                  limped out to left �eld.  (lazy)

Change an Adjective             
to an Adverb

Adjective                                       Adverb

crazily

magically

proudly

gracefully

safely

heavily

slowly

historically

delightfully

icily

joyfully

courageously

lazily
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Name:         Date:

An adjective is a word that modi�es or describes a noun.  Some adjectives can be
turned into nouns by adding the su�x -ness to the end.
 Example:  sad          sadness

If the adjective ends in y, change the y to an i before adding -ness.
 Example:  happy          happiness

This su�x does not work with all adjectives, so make sure to check the dictionary if
you’re not sure about a word in your own writing.

Change each adjective to a noun.

red

itchy

aware

kind

quick

e�ective

greedy

wicked

painful

hairy

goofy

redness

Complete each sentence with the correct noun.

1.  Frank wanted to be treated with                                                  .  (fair)

2.  Julia was known for her smile and constant                                                  .  (joyful)

3.  Sam’s mother was concerned about his                                                  .  (sloppy)

Change an Adjective             
to a Noun

Adjective                                        Noun

itchiness

awareness

kindness

quickness

e�ectiveness

greediness

wickedness

painfulness

hairiness

goo�ness

fairness

joyfulness

sloppiness
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